
ANNUAL REPORT 

 

Good morning everyone I am indeed honoured to have the opportunity to present before the 

consistent upward graph of our school achievement  

“The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their drams” 

With a deep sense of exhilaration and delectation I present the annual report of our school I thank 

each and every one for your support and encouragement  

In the voyage of the discovery of excellence in the field of education, endeavour of keeping the values-

love, piece, truth, Non-Violence and write conduct a live in our thought word and action continuous 

We are happy to share the news that our entire student’s passed with flying colours. Performance of 

student in academic as well as extra-curricular activities was outstanding. To ensure that the students 

develop their academic skills, our school has taken different initiatives throughout the year  

1. To ensure the reading habit among the children, new addition and interesting books are available in 

the Library 

2. To enhance moral value, importance of culture and tradition a extra subject “Dharam Shiksha was 

taught in the school 

3. Proper Science Lab, Sports Room and wide ground facilities were their enhance students 

performance. 

4. Dance and singing both are God gifted talents we are having good teachers to enhance the talent of 

the students. 

5. “A healthy mind resides in a healthy body” our school is taken no. of steps to make the students 

believe in that. No. of student taken several medals in different games like Fencing, Kabbadi, Table 

Tennis, Karate etc. Krishneet of class 6th got silver medal in state Fencing Competition and Parh Masta 

of Class 5th has got gold medal in National Level Fencing Competition. Our Junior Table Tennis Team 

won the overall trophy in the DAV National Sports Tournament  

 

We show you of our continued commitment to cause of education and invoke the blessing of the 

Almighty enable us to continue the tradition of excellence in all our pursuits 

    

 

     Thanks 


